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Summary 

This report deals with the problem of aging hydropower infrastructure systems and system components, a 

problem that is very common across Canada. Flaws of common risk assessment methods are noted, and the 

need for new risk assessment approaches is identified. System dynamics simulation method is introduced 

as an implementation mechanism for the System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA). STPA and its 

adaptation to complex hydropower systems are explained thoroughly. The main objectives of the report 

include (a) the implementation of STPA for investigation and identification of potential hazardous actions 

and hazardous system states, and (b) development of an automated generic approach for the identification 

of potential hazardous actions and hazardous system states. The developed methodology is illustrated using 

a case study based on the BC Hydro’s Cheakamus Dam, British Columbia, Canada.     
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1. Introduction 

Aging hydropower systems across Canada pose a serious threat to the Canadian economy. Many 

components of these systems are near the end of serviceable life and will require significant investments in 

order to be replaced or upgraded (if possible). Many components have been poorly maintained, and require 

remedial attention, even if maintenance has been adequate, simply because of their age. Technological 

advances over the past few decades have resulted in increasing complexity of integrated civil infrastructure 

systems, making management and operations of these systems more of a challenge (Leveson 2011). 

Constant upgrades and replacement of the components also attributed to the complexity of the 

infrastructure.  Interdependencies of the system components are poorly understood in spite of the fact that 

system performance and reliability are results of interactions between engineered, natural and human 

system components (Regan 2010; Leveson 2011; Thomas 2012; Baecher et al. 2013;). Traditional methods 

of engineering analysis tend to decompose the system into smaller, more manageable components, which 

essentially ignore interactions between them (Regan 2010; Leveson 2011; Thomas 2012). Limited emphasis 

is placed on events that could occur within the design envelope (Regan 2010).  Dominant risks, to be 

managed, derive not from extreme events but adverse combinations of less severe events and/or an unusual 

combination of usual events (Baecher et al. 2012). It is established in the literature that traditional risk 

assessment methods lack in means of identifying the hazards and initiating events, or if they do have means 

of identifying the hazards, they focus on major hazards and do not provide a way to include all instigating 

events. Resulting scenarios that are analyzed do not cover unsafe situations when there were no component 

failures but lack of safety results from control actions. Similarly, failure components or unsafe control 

actions might not result in a hazard. This report presents a method for automated generation of control flaw 

requirements using a new hazard analysis method, the System Theoretic Process Analysis, and system 

dynamics simulation for investigation of control flaws and states of the hydropower system.  

Traditional methods and systems approach are covered in the literature review. STPA, system dynamics 

simulation, objectives and approach are covered in the problem formulation and methodology sections of 
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the report. Automated generation is presented in the methodology section. Data used and results are 

presented in the Cheakamus Dam study section.  

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Definitions and terminology 

Hazard is a dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or condition that may cause loss of life, 

injury or other health impacts, property damage, loss of livelihoods and services, social and economic 

disruption, or environmental damage (UNISDR, 2009). Hazard analysis is the first step in the risk 

assessment process. Risk is the combination of the probability of an event and its negative consequences. 

Risk assessment is a methodology to determine the nature and extent of risk by analysing potential hazards 

and evaluating existing conditions of vulnerability that together could potentially harm exposed people, 

property, services, livelihoods and the environment on which they depend (UNISDR, 2009). Safety is 

defined as freedom from accidents (losses) (Leveson, 1995). Safety is defined absolutely as a quality that 

may not be entirely achievable, but that can still be defined in absolute terms as a desirable quality that can 

be improved. Reliability is the probability that a piece of equipment or component will perform its intended 

function satisfactorily for a prescribed time and under stipulated environmental conditions (Leveson, 1995). 

Unreliability is the probability of failure. Failure is the non-performance or inability of the system or system 

component to perform its intended function for a specified time under specified environmental conditions 

(Leveson, 1995). 

2.2. Traditional risk assessment methods 

Traditional risk assessment methods include Fault Tree Analysis (Watson, 1962), Event Tree Analysis 

(Rasmussen, 1975), Failure Modes and Effects Analysis and Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis 

(U.S. Military, 1949). Each method has its limitations, disadvantages, and advantages. FTA (Fault Tree 

Analysis) begins with an undesirable event but does not provide means to identify undesirable events. The 

analysis must also be based on existing model of the system. The FTA does not include any standard system 
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model. Expert judgement has been used as a way to identify and quantify operator errors in a fault tree 

(Thomas, 2012) which is subjective. Event trees also begin with an initiating event but do not provide a 

way to identify systematically the initiating events or how to include all relevant events. Human behaviour 

is reduced to a binary decision that is connected to a context in which it occurs. Event tree introduces set of 

barriers or protective functions intended to prevent an event leading to an accident. Barriers in the event 

tree are often assumed to operate independently, while in practice that is often not the case, especially if 

human behaviour is involved. FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) and FMECA (Failure Modes 

Effects and Criticality Analysis) were developed to evaluate the effect of component failures on system 

performance systematically. FMEA follows the bottom-up approach. Various components in the system 

are identified and then failure modes - mechanisms by which a component may fail to achieve its designed 

function, are investigated. FMECA follows the same process but assigns a criticality to each failure mode 

based on severity and probability of each identified effect. Resulting scenarios that are analyzed include 

both, hazardous and non - hazardous scenarios triggered by a failure. Unfortunately a set of scenarios 

triggered by failure does not include all unsafe scenarios. FMECA does not capture non - linear and 

feedback relationships and omits scenarios that result from a combination of several failures.  

Event based techniques are not suited to handle complex software intensive systems, complex human -

machine interactions, and systems - of - systems with distributed decision - making that cut across both 

physical and organizational boundaries (Dulac, 2007). 

2.3. Systems approach to risk assessment 

Many researchers, including Rasmussen (1997), Hollnagel (2002), Woods (2002) and Leveson (2004), have 

been advocating an alternative, systems, approach to safety. The primary differences between traditional 

techniques and a systems approach are: (1) traditional approach relies on top - down systems thinking rather 

than bottom – up; (2) traditional view has reliability engineering focus (Dulac, 2007).  
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Systems analysis is defined as “the use of rigorous methods to help determine preferred plans, design and 

operations strategies for complex, often large-scale, systems” (Simonović 2009). Techniques that can be 

used in system analysis include simulation and optimization (with single and multiple objective functions). 

Simulation models describe how the system operates, and are used to assess what changes in system 

behaviour will result from a specific course of action. Simulation models describe the state of the system 

in response to change in system structure and various inputs but give no direct measure of what decisions 

should be taken to improve the performance of the system (Simonović 2009).   

System-Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (STAMP) is an accident model created by Nancy Leveson 

that is based on systems theory. STAMP treats safety as a control problem, rather than as a failure problem. 

Unsafe control includes inadequate handling of failures, software design errors and erroneous human 

decision making. Accidents are viewed as the result of inadequate enforcement of constraints on system 

behaviour. The reason behind the inadequate enforcement may involve classic component failures, but it 

can also result from unsafe interactions among components operating as designed or from erroneous control 

actions by software or humans (Thompson, 2012). STAMP is based on the observation that there are four 

types of hazardous control actions that need to be eliminated or controlled to prevent accidents:  

1. A control action required for safety is not provided or is not followed. 

2. An unsafe control action is provided that leads to a hazard. 

3. A potentially safe control action is provided too late, too early, or out of sequence.  

4. A safe control action is stopped too soon or applied for too long.  

The process model contains the controller’s understanding of (a) the current state of the controlled process, 

(b) the desired state of the controlled process, and (c) the ways the process can change the state. This model 

is used by the controller to determine what control actions are needed (Thompson, 2012).  

System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a hazard analysis technique built on STAMP. It can be 

applied in order to derivate causal factors related to human controllers within the context of the system and 
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its design. The objective of STPA is to identify scenarios of inadequate control that could potentially lead 

to an accident.  

STPA is performed on generic control system structure outlined by Leveson (2011).  Stabilizing control 

loop includes a controller, actuators, a controlled process (the infrastructure) and sensors which relay 

information back to the controller. According to Leveson (2011) this high-level system structure represents 

a hierarchical system of systems, with each box representing its own system.  

 

Figure 1. Generic control system (after Leveson 2011) 

Detailed control loop, as it relates to hydropower system, is presented in Figure 2. States of all inflows, 

disturbances and system components are automatically generated. Sensors relay system state information 

to controller, part (a) of the process model. A fuzzy inference system (FIS) introduced below, is used to 

model controller’s decision making in the particular state of the system. Controller issues instructions that 

are performed by actuators (if possible). Controlled process is operation of the spillway gate. System 

dynamics simulation is used to simulate water level change in the reservoir over time. Sensors monitor 

water level and relay information to the controller, closing the control feedback loop. 
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Figure 2. Detailed control feedback loop for a hydropower system 
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2.4. Fuzzy inference systems 

In certain cases, experienced operators achieve better results while operating complex systems than 

automated control systems. Operator’s management strategies can be expressed as a set of heuristic rules 

that are difficult to express using traditional algorithms. These difficulties are caused by the fact that people 

mainly use qualitative expressions for description of certain situations. Theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic 

offer an approach to computing based on "degrees of truth" rather than the usual "true or false” (1 or 

0) Boolean logic on which the modern computer is based.  Fuzzy logic systems were created from the desire 

to incorporate human experience, intuition and behaviour in the process of making decisions (Zimmermann, 

1991). The idea of developing a model of decision making based on imprecise, qualitative data and 

descriptive linguistic rules that are combined using fuzzy logic comes from work of Lotfi Zadeh (Zadeh, 

1973).  

2.4.1. Fuzzy set theory 

In classical set theory, membership of objects are assessed in binary terms. An object either belongs or does 

not belong to a set which is expressed with a 1 or a 0. Classical set membership function 𝜇�̃� for an element 

x∈X can be expressed in mathematical form as:  

                                                                                𝜇�̃�(𝑥) = {
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝐴 
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∉ 𝐴

                                                             (2.1)  

where μÃ(x) is the function denoting the membership of x in set A.    

Fuzzy set theory permits intermediate membership classes to sets. Characteristic function takes values 

between 1 and 0, i.e. values in the real unit interval [0, 1]. If X is a universal set whose elements are {x}, 

then a fuzzy set is defined by its membership function: 

                                                                       𝜇�̃�: 𝑋 → [0, 1],                                                                   (2.2)     

which assigns a degree in the interval [0, 1] of membership to every element x. 
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Fuzzy set can be represented by a set of ordered pairs of elements, which present the element together with 

its membership value to the fuzzy set:         

                                                                �̃� = {(𝑥, 𝜇�̃�(𝑥))|𝑥 ∈ X}                                                            (2.3) 

Membership functions can be generated using several methods: intuition, inference, rank ordering, neural 

networks, genetic algorithms and inductive reasoning (Ross, 2010). 

Fuzzy set is normal fuzzy set if at least one of its elements has a membership value of 1. 

2.4.2. Set-theoretic operations for fuzzy sets 

Most common membership function shapes are presented in Figure 3. The basic operations of fuzzy sets 

 

Figure 3. (a) triangular, (b) trapezoid, (c) Gaussian and (d) sigmoid membership functions 
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include intersection and union. 

Intersection of fuzzy set Ã with B̃,  C̃ = Ã ∩ B̃ is defined by: 

                                                          𝜇�̃�(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Ã(𝑥), 𝜇B̃(𝑥)}, 𝑥 ∈ X                                              (2.4) 

where: 

μC̃ (x) is the membership of the fuzzy intersection of Ã and B̃; 

min ( ) is the ordinary minimum operator; 

μÃ (x) is the membership of fuzzy set Ã; and 

μB̃ (x) is the membership of fuzzy set B̃. 

Union of fuzzy set Ã with B̃, C̃ = Ã ∪ B̃ is defined by: 

                                                      𝜇�̃�(𝑥) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜇Ã(𝑥), 𝜇�̃�(𝑥)} , 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋                                                  (2.5)   

where: 

μC̃ (x) = the membership of the fuzzy union of Ã and B̃; 

max ( ) = the ordinary maximum operator; 

μÃ (x) = the membership of fuzzy set Ã; and 

μB̃ (x) = the membership of fuzzy set B̃. 

Graphical presentation of intersection and union is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Union (a) and intersection (b) of fuzzy sets Ã and B̃ 

A fuzzy number is a special case of fuzzy set that has the following properties: 

 it is defined in the set of real numbers; 

 it is a normal fuzzy set; and 

 it is convex. 

Fuzzy number can be defined as follows: 

                                                    �̃� = {(𝑥, μ�̃�(𝑥)): 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅; μ�̃�(𝑥) ∈ [0,1]}                                              (2.6) 

where 

X̃ is the fuzzy number; 

μX̃(x) is the membership value of element x to the fuzzy number; and 

R is the set of real numbers. 

A Fuzzy set is convex if and only if it satisfies following property: 
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                                                 μÃ(𝜆𝑥1 + (1 − 𝜆)𝑥2) ≥ min (μÃ(𝑥1), μÃ(𝑥2))                                       (2.7) 

where λ is the interval [0, 1] and x1<x2. Visually it is the same as a convex polygon.  

At any α-level, the fuzzy number Ã can be represented in the interval form as follows: 

                                                                Ã(α)=[a1(α), a2(α)]                                                                    (2.8)      

where 

Ã(α) is the fuzzy number at α-level; 

a1(α) is the lower bound of the α-level interval; and 

a2(α) is the upper bound of the α-level interval. 

From here, the arithmetic operations of real numbers can be extended to the four main arithmetic operations 

of fuzzy numbers, i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. The fuzzy operators of two fuzzy 

numbers Ã and B̃ are defined at any α-level cut as follows:  

                                                 Ã(α) (+) B̃(α)=[a1(α)+b1(α), a2(α)+b2(α)]                                                 (2.9) 

                                                 Ã(α) (-) B̃(α)=[a1(α)+b2(α), a2(α)-b1(α)]                                                  (2.10)     

                                                 Ã(α) (*) B̃(α)=[a1(α)*b1(α), a2(α)*b2(α)]                                                 (2.11) 

                                                 Ã(α) (/) B̃(α)=[a1(α)/b2(α), a2(α)/b1(α)]                                                    (2.12) 

Note that for multiplication and division: 

                                                 (Ã(/)B̃)(*) B̃ ≠ Ã .                                                                                  (2.13) 

 

Also true for addition and substraction: 
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                                                 (Ã(-)B̃)(+) B̃ ≠ Ã .                                                                                  (2.14) 

2.4.3. Mamdani inference system 

Approximate or fuzzy reasoning involves combinations of imprecise logic rules into a single management 

strategy. Fuzzy logic allows processing of fuzzy data and making decisions based on inaccurate statements 

and inaccurate data (Ross, 2010). Because of these properties, fuzzy inference approach is used in this work 

to model the operator’s decision making or control actions in a hydropower system.  

Following up from Zadeh’s approximate reasoning or fuzzy reasoning, team from Queen Mary College, 

London, UK, led by Mamdani (1974) worked on many applications of approximate reasoning for various 

industrial systems. Most famous is the fuzzy controller of a steam engine and boiler. The fuzzy controller 

was based on a set of linguistic control rules obtained from experienced operators. Linguistic rules are 

representations of human knowledge in IF-THEN rule - based form. Using rule-based simulation, the 

inference of a conclusion (consequent) given an initially known fact (premise, hypothesis, antecedent) can 

be made (Ross, 2010). Typical form of IF-THEN rule (also referred to as deductive form) is: 

                                            IF premise (antecedent), THEN conclusion (consequent)                            (2.15) 

Mamdani inference method is a graphical technique that follows five main steps: 

1. Development of fuzzy sets and linguistic rules. 

2. Fuzzification of inputs. 

3. Application of fuzzy operators. 

4. Aggregation of all outputs. 

5. Defuzzification of aggregated output. 

Step 1. Development of fuzzy sets and linguistic rules 
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Fuzzy rules represent knowledge and experience of an experienced operator that controls certain system, 

process, or performs a certain task. Rules are created through interview or observation of the operator at 

work.  

Mamdani form rules may be described by the collection of n linguistic IF-THEN expressions. Following 

expression shows a rule for the fuzzy inference system with two non - interactive inputs (antecedents) x1 

and x2 and a single output (consequent) y: 

                                                IF x1 is A1 AND (OR) x2 is A2 THEN y is B                                         (2.16)      

where A1, A2 and B are the fuzzy sets representing the antecedent pair and consequent.  These fuzzy sets 

may represent fuzzy linguistic concepts such as “large” or “small”, “hot” or “cold” and so forth.  

Step 2. Fuzzification of inputs 

Inputs to the system, x1 and x2 are scalar values. In order to proceed with the inference method, the 

corresponding degree to which the inputs belong to appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions needs 

to be found. Fuzzification of the input thus requires the membership function of the fuzzy linguistic set to 

be known and through function evaluation the corresponding degree of membership for the scalar input 

belonging to the universe of discourse is then found. In graphical form:  
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Figure 5. Fuzzification of scalar input from known membership function 

Step 3. Application of fuzzy operators 

Since there is usually more than one input for a rule, fuzzy operators are used to obtain one number that 

will represent premise for that rule. That number is applied to output function producing a single truth value 

for the rule. Usually used logical operators are AND and OR for conjunctive and disjunctive premises. For 

conjunctive premises we assume new fuzzy subset As as intersection: 

                                                  𝐴𝑆
𝑘 = 𝐴1

𝑘 ∩ 𝐴2
𝑘        for k=1,2, …, r                                                       (2.17) 

expressed using membership function: 

                                              𝜇𝐴𝑠
𝑘(𝑥) = min [𝜇𝐴1

𝑘 , 𝜇𝐴2
𝑘]       for k=1,2, …, r.                                          (2.18) 

For disjunctive premises we assume a new fuzzy subset As as union: 

                                                            𝐴𝑆
𝑘 = 𝐴1

𝑘 ∪ 𝐴2
𝑘        for k=1,2, …, r                                                    (2.19) 

expressed using membership function: 

                                            𝜇𝐴𝑠
𝑘(𝑥) = max [𝜇𝐴1

𝑘 , 𝜇𝐴2
𝑘]       for k=1,2, …, r.                                           (2.20) 
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Given the above, rule may be rewritten as: 

                                                 IF 𝐴𝑆
𝑘 THEN 𝐵𝑠

𝑘   for k=1, 2, …, r                                                        (2.21) 

where r is the number of rules. Graphical representation of operators’ application is in Figure 5: 

 

Figure 6. Graphical representation of operators’ application 

Step 4. Aggregation of outputs 

Since it is common for fuzzy inference systems to have more than one rule aggregation of individual 

consequents contributed by each rule is required, so that that all outputs are combined into a single fuzzy 

set that may be defuzzified in the final step to obtain a single scalar value.  

There are two most often used ways of aggregating outputs, min-max truncation and max-product scaling, 

and former will be presented. Min-max truncation is the process of propagation of minimum or maximum 

membership function values from the premises (depending on the operator in each rule) through to the 

consequent and in doing so truncating the membership function for the consequent of each rule. Then, the 

truncated membership functions of each rule are combined. That is achieved through the use of disjunctive 

or conjunctive rules using the same fuzzy operators from the previous step. Disjunctive rules will be applied 

because of the nature of the inference system. Rules cannot be combined conjunctively. For example, there 

is a no way to have two states of hydrological data and consequences of those. We can have either one 

situation or another (see Figure 7). Therefore disjunctive rules are applied in this work.  
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Figure 7. Aggregation of rule outputs into a single fuzzy membership function 

 

 

Step 5. Defuzzification of aggregated result 

The objective of the rule-based system is typically to reach a single value obtained from the defuzzification 

of the aggregated fuzzy set of all outputs. Defuzzification is the process, or method, of extracting a single 

value from the aggregated fuzzy set. There are many defuzzification methods: max membership principle, 

centroid method, weighted average method and many others (Simonović, 2009, Ross 2010, Teodorović, 

2012). There is not one most suitable method, depending on the shape of the premise, membership functions 

and problem under consideration, an appropriate method should be selected. The centroid method is used 

in this project. It is also referred to as the center of gravity, or center of an area. Its expression is given as:  

                                                                                                                                                                (2.22) 𝑦 ∗=
∫ 𝜇(𝑥) ∗ 𝑥 𝑑𝑥

𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

∫ 𝜇(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
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Graphical representation of the centroid method is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 8. Defuzzification methods - centroid method result in red 

An overview of deffuzification methods is available online 

http://www.mathworks.com/help/fuzzy/examples/defuzzification-methods.html (viewed on 22/1/2016). 

 

3. Methodology 

It is documented in the literature that there is a need for automated generation and investigation of scenarios 

that will describe hazardous states of the system originating from the failure of components, control actions 

and the combination of the two. Hydropower systems are complex systems that are sensitive to component 

failures and unsafe control actions that can result in major disasters. Component failures, human behavior 

and control actions should be evenly investigated in hazard analysis. Consider the two following examples: 

 In the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill, a critical factor was that workers reported a successful 

negative pressure test when in reality oil had already begun seeping into the well. The workers did 

not know that earlier tests had clogged a pipe that rendered a key instrument reading invalid. Note 

that in this case the behavior was compliant—the workers followed the required procedures but the 

procedures were unsafe. The behavior was not a “failure event” because nothing failed – the flaw 

http://www.mathworks.com/help/fuzzy/examples/defuzzification-methods.html
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existed from the beginning in the form of inadequate procedures and feedback for the crew. A 

failure-based method could help focus engineering efforts on preventing the pipe from getting 

clogged or perhaps preventing workers from deviating from procedures, but would not help address 

the flawed requirements and inadequate feedback that existed (Thomas 2012). 

 In the 2005 Texas City explosion a critical factor was that operators did not follow standard 

operating procedures to release hydrocarbons via the 3-pound venting system. Instead, they 

bypassed the venting system and released hydrocarbons through a blowdown stack into open air. 

In the absence of any knowledge about the system it might appear that these operators “flipped a 

coin” to decide whether to follow the procedure, but this is far from true. The decision was a direct 

result of influence from supervisory personnel who advocated the bypass because it significantly 

shortened the start-up time and had been used successfully many times in the past (Baker et al. 

2007). 

System dynamics simulation method is introduced in this work as an implementation tool for STPA. 

Control actions, which are assigned by the fuzzy inference system, and investigation of the system states 

are achieved through system dynamics simulation. Scenarios that result in hazard are recorded and written 

in another Excel file and will be used as input for system safety simulation that will provide system 

operating conditions and assess them using resilience metric. Resilience is a dynamic quantitative measure 

of system performance that covers the time from the beginning of an undesirable event to full system 

recovery from it (Simonović and Peck, 2013). 

 

3.1. Introduction to STPA 

In this section of the report, the STPA steps are explained using a generic dam system, formal specification 

for hazardous control actions (according to Thomas, 2012) and use of system dynamics simulation and 

fuzzy inference system to automate the generation of hazardous control actions, i.e., the scenarios for 
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causing a hazard are introduced. Assume a dam system that consists of an arch dam with one spillway radial 

gate. Sensors read water level and relay information to operator’s office that is in a house close to the dam. 

Operator manually controls the gate position. Hoist is used for lifting and lowering the gate. Hoist is 

powered by electric power from the existing power grid. Populated area is located downstream of the dam 

and reservoir is used for flood control. Reservoir water level is controlled by planned releases achieved by 

the operation of the spillway gate.  

Before beginning STPA hazard analysis, potential hazards need to be identified. Take for example the 

previously described dam system Hazards in that simple system include: 

 H-1: Dam overtopping and destruction 

 H-2: Uncontrolled spill and downstream flooding 

STPA Step One: The first step is to identify potentially unsafe control actions for the specific system being 

considered that can lead to one or more defined system hazards. STPA is performed on a functional control 

diagram. In this simple system, the control actions could be: open gate, stop opening the gate, close gate, 

stop closing gate. Control actions can be documented using a table like Table 1. 
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Table 1: Potentially hazardous control actions for a simple gate controller 

 

STPA Step Two: The second step examines each control loop in the safety control structure to identify 

potential causal factor for each hazardous control action, i.e., a scenario causing hazard. Figure 9 shows a 

generic control loop that can be used to guide this step. Step one focused on provided control actions while 

step two expands the analysis to consider causal factors along the rest of the control loop (Thomas, 2012).  

 

 

Control 

Action 
1. Not given 2. Given incorrectly 3. Wrong timing of order 4. Stopped too soon or 

applied for too long 

Gate open 

command 

Gate not open when 

the water level is 

high and inflow is 

high (H1) 

Gate open spilling more 

than inflow (H2) 

Gate open and there is 

no risk of flooding (H2) 

Stopped too soon can 

lead to (H1) 

 Gate not open to 

release minimum 

flow requirements 

(H3)     

Applied too long can 

drain the reservoir and 

cause (H2) 

Gate close 

command 

Gate not closed 

after flood event is 

over leading to 

(H2) 

Gate not fully closed 

leading to unnecessary 

spilling(may not be 

hazardous) 

Gate closed during 

regular release. May not 

be hazardous or 

hazardous for 

downstream river 

ecosystem (H3) 

Gate closed too soon 

when water level is 

high and peak inflow 

still has not passed 

(H1) 

      

Gate closed too soon 

but peak inflow 

passed(may not be 

hazardous) 
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Figure 9. General control loop with causal factors (after Thomas, 2012) 

For example, if the gate is closed too soon, one of the causes may be the faulty feedback that controller 

received from the sensors. Once the second step is over, and potential causes are determined for each 

hazardous control, they should be eliminated or controlled in the design.  

3.2. Formal specification of the hazardous control actions 

Thomas provided a formal specification of hazardous control actions that is used during step one of STPA. 

This specification is used to develop automated algorithm that assists in identifying the actions and 

generating requirements that enforce safe behaviour (Thomas, 2012). Hazardous control action in the STPA 

accident model can be expressed formally as a four-tuple (S, T, CA, C) where: 
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 S is a controller in the system that can issue control actions. The controller may be automated or 

human.  

 T is the type of control action. There are two possible types: Provided describes a control action 

that is issued by the controller while Not provided describes a control action that is not issued.  

 CA is the control action or command that is output by the controller, like an Open gate. 

 C is the context in which the control action is or is not provided. Context C is further decomposed 

into: 

o V- a variable or attribute in the system or environment that may take on two or more values. 

For example, water level and gate position are two potential variables for a dam system.  

o VL- a value that can be assumed by a variable. For example, closed is a value that can be 

assumed by the variable gate position.  

o CO - a condition expressed as a single variable/value pair. For example, the gate is closed 

is a condition.  

 The context C is the combination of one or more conditions and defines a unique state of the system 

or environment in which a control action may be given.  

 To qualify as a hazardous control action, the event (S, T, CA, C) must cause a hazard H ∈ H, where 

H is the set of system level hazards.  

Each element of hazardous control action is a member of a larger set, i.e. the following properties must 

hold: 

 S ∈ 𝒮, where 𝒮 is the set of controllers in the system  

 T ∈ 𝓣 , where 𝓣 = {Provided, Not Provided} 

 CA ∈ 𝒞𝒜 (S), where 𝒞𝒜 (S) is the set of control actions that can be provided by controller S 

 C ∈ 𝒞 (S), where 𝒞 (S) is the set of potential contexts for controller S 

o V ∈ 𝒱 (S), where 𝒱 (S) is the set of variables referenced in the system hazards 𝓗 

o VL ∈ 𝒱𝓛 (V), where 𝒱𝓛 (V) is the set of values that can be assumed by variable V 
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o CO = (V, VL) ∈ 𝒞𝓞 (S), where 𝒞𝓞 (S) is the set of conditions for controller S 

o C = (CO1, CO2, ...), where each COi is independent. That is, no two COi refer to the same 

variable V. 

Finally, each hazardous control must be linked to a system-level hazard: 

 Event(S, T, CA, C) must cause a hazard H ∈ 𝓗, where 𝓗 is the set of system hazards.  

Using this formal specification is important for identifying hazardous control actions since the idea is that 

some actions are only hazardous in certain contexts. For example opening the spillway gate is not hazardous 

by itself but in a certain context it may be. Therefore, Thomas proposed a procedure that involves 

identification of potential control actions (presented by S, T, CA), potential hazardous states (presented by 

context C) and then analyzes that yield a hazardous control action. Using formal specification, a following 

example (of the previously described system) of the procedure is shown where action is expressed by 

following four-tuple: 

 S = Human 

 T = Not provided 

 CA = open gate 

 C:  

o V = Gate position, Water level, Inflows 

o VL = Closed, Partially open, Fully open, Normal operating range, Above spillway crest, 

Low, Normal, High 

o CO = Gate is Closed, Gate is Partially open, Gate is Fully open, so forth (each variable gets 

assigned a value, according to formal specification). 

Results can be documented in tabular form. Table 2 shows context for the lack of an open gate control 

action.  
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Table 2: Contexts for the lack of an open gate control action 

 

 

Values of the variables in the previous example are intentionally provided in verbal form to assist in easy 

identification are some actions hazardous or not, depending on the context. Control actions that may or may 

not be hazardous depending on the values behind verbal phrases are marked with an asterisk. 

 

Control Action Gate position Water level Inflows 

Hazardous if not 

provided in this 

context? 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Closed Above spillway crest High Yes 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Closed Above  spillway crest Normal  Yes* 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Closed Above  spillway crest Low No 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Closed Normal operating range (does not matter) No 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Partially 

open 
Above  spillway crest High Yes* 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Partially 

open 
Above  spillway crest Normal  No 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Partially 

open 
Above  spillway crest Low No 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Partially 

open 
Normal operating range (does not matter) No 

Gate open 

command not 

provided 

Fully open (doesn’t matter) (does not matter) No 
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3.3. Implementation approach and programming 

While the tabular presentation of actions and contexts is clear, another problem appears. Hydropower dams 

are complex systems, and high level of detail is needed to achieve proper analysis of the system, hazardous 

actions and contexts (or scenarios). Therefore, contexts, C, will be automatically generated. To explain 

further, each system and its components in the control loop, hydrologic data and disturbances are 

represented by several variables. Each variable, V, can have several values, VL, from two (binary 0 and 1) 

to multiple values (inflow has several values ranging from 1 to PMF). Sets V1, V2, …, Vn (where n is the 

number of variables) containing their own values are multiplied using Cartesian product to create the all 

the possible combinations of variables and their respective values, therefore creating all the possible 

contexts:  

                                                           𝑉1 = [ 𝑉𝐿11, 𝑉𝐿12, … , 𝑉𝐿1𝑚1]                                                       (3.1)     

                                                           𝑉2 = [𝑉𝐿21, 𝑉𝐿22, … , 𝑉𝐿2𝑚2]                                                        (3.2) 

. 

. 

.                                                                                                                     

                                                          𝑉𝑛 = [ 𝑉𝐿𝑛1, 𝑉𝐿𝑛2, … , 𝑉𝐿𝑛𝑚𝑙]                                                        (3.3) 

where m1 is the number of values variable V1 can assume; m2 is the number of values variable V2 can 

assume; and mn is the number of values variable Vn can assume. 

Following simple combinatorics: 

                                                 |𝑆1| ∙ |𝑆2| ∙ … ∙ |𝑆𝑛| =  |𝑆1 × 𝑆2 × … × 𝑆𝑛|                                             (3.4) 

the context is then expressed as:  

                                                                𝐶 = |𝑉1 × 𝑉2 × … × 𝑉𝑛|                                                            (3.5) 

 To provide the necessary control actions for the procedure, Mamdani fuzzy inference system (FIS) is 

created which describes operator decisions on how much to open (or close) the gate, depending on the 

inflow and reservoir water level with guidance not to spill more than inflow. Fuzzy inference systems like 

this are best created after series of interviews with experienced operators. For the purpose of testing the 

methodology, FIS has been created on the basis of hydraulic capabilities of the spillway and guidelines for 
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BC Hydro’s operators not to spill more than inflow until peak inflow has passed. FIS consists of rules in 

the following format:  

                        IF water level is 371 m AND inflow is 1000 cms, THEN gate position is 2                   (3.6) 

 

where membership functions for both inputs (water level and inflow) are triangular functions as shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Membership function “371” for water level input of FIS 

 

Membership functions usually have descriptive names, like “low”, “medium”, “high” but in this context 

the number just represents closeness to that value. As it can be seen from Figure 10, inputs are not crisp 

values.  

 

Since system state cannot be assessed from a single moment in time or single context and control action, 

hydropower system is simulated over several hours (simulation time horizon can be changed), where 

starting conditions of the simulated system are each of the contexts created. Therefore, depending on the 

other variables, negative state of one variable will not necessarily mean that system is in a hazardous state. 

For example, if for some reason gate cannot be opened, or due to faulty sensors operator decides not to 

open the gate, depending on the water level and inflow no harm may happen to the dam in the following 
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hours. That time might or might not be enough to eliminate the fault, or repair the critical system 

component. Variables used in the model are shown in Figures 11 and 12.  

 

Figure 11. Cross section of a spillway section of a dam with simulation variables (U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers, 29/11/2015.) 
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Figure 12. Dam and reservoir diagram with simulation variables (Summit Hydropower, Inc. 2015) 

 

To sum up, the variables used in the presented work are: water level, inflow, gate position, hoist condition, 

steel cable condition, gate condition, main grid availability, backup power generator availability, backup 

batteries availability, sensors, sensor relay, human presence, debris and landslide. 

3.4. Data 

Because of the nature of the system dynamics simulation, a lot of data is needed.  

 Hydrologic inflow data. Range of inflows from minimum to maximum inflow (probable maximum 

flood).  
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 Hydraulic data. Reservoir storage curve, spillway gate discharge curve, free crest and overtopping 

spill curves. 

 Technical data: Information on actuator systems, power systems, sensors and gates. 

 Structural data: Locations of all the system components and their structure 

 Geologic data: Landslides existences and their probable mass. 

3.5. Simulation 

A continuous simulation approach is used for the determination of reservoir storage. Inputs for the 

simulation are (a) all the variables from the context; (b) storage curve, gate discharge curve and free crest 

weirs discharge curve; (c) FIS; and (d) simulation time horizon. The simulation time step is 1 hour. Data 

preparation and simulation flowchart is shown in Figure 14. At the beginning of each simulation step 

landslide impact is assessed. If the volume of the landslide mass is significant compared to the reservoir 

size, the dam may be overtopped regardless of the dam state. Therefore simulation may end after landslide 

impact assessment. If that is not the case, the sensors are then inspected. Availability of the sensor 

components is inspected because it influences the operator’s decisions. Fuzzy inference model based on 

information from the sensors provides the operator’s decision.  (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13. Pseudocode for sensors inspection and operator's decision (CWL - current water level; IN - 

inflow) 
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Figure 14. Preparation and simulation flowchart 
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After the operator’s decision is determined, the state of the actuators and flow control system (gate) is 

investigated. The actuator system is divided into (a) power source: main power grid, backup generators 

(gasoline or diesel) and backup batteries; (b) mechanical component, the actual hoist mechanism and steel 

cable that lifts or lowers the gates; and (c) structural component, gate and its training wall and trunnions. 

State of the actuators and gates is determined and if possible, the issued control action is performed. Using 

discharge curves (gate discharge, and free crest discharge) spillway and free crest discharge are calculated. 

Simulation revolves around single equation, the calculation of water level using the continuity equation: 

                                            𝑉𝑖+1 = 𝑉𝑖 + 3600 × (𝐼𝑁𝑖 − 𝐺𝐷(𝑤𝑙, 𝑔𝑜)1,𝑖 − 𝐹𝐶𝑆(𝑤𝑙)𝑖)                            (3.7) 

where Vi+1 is the volume of the water in the reservoir in the next time step; Vi is the current volume; INi is 

the inflow; GD is the gate discharge; and FCS is the free crests spill. It is assumed that there are no losses 

due to infiltration, leakage and evaporation. In the current version of the model, only the gated spill is 

considered. At the end of each step, if the water level is higher than certain free crest weirs and/or dam crest 

context is recorded in the output file and simulation ends. The simulation runs until it reaches time horizon 

or until water level overtops free crest weirs and/or dam and is repeated for every combination of the starting 

conditions of the system.  

Since the water level change is simulated, only the water level and gate position (if possible) variables 

change throughout the simulation. It is assumed that the other system components states (like sensors or 

hoist) do not change through the simulation. If it does change, it will be captured in another row of context, 

and, therefore, nothing is omitted from the final result.  
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4. Analysis and Results of Cheakamus Dam Case Study 

 

The procedure was tested on a system based on the Cheakamus Dam in British Columbia. Cheakamus Dam 

is an earth dam with a concrete section where all the outlets are. It has several outlet structures including 

two 35 ft x 40 ft hoist operated spillway radial gates, lower level outlet gate, a hollow cone valve and three 

free crest weirs. System has been simplified for model testing by combining radial gates into a single rating 

curve. Low-level outlet gate and hollow cone are not incorporated in the model. All of the data has been 

provided by BC Hydro in the following documents: Local Operating Order 3G-CMS-06(Jarl, 2006) and 

Operations, Maintenance and Surveillance Manual for Dam Safety and Generation Operating Order CMS 

4G-25 v2.2 (Oswell, 2009). Hazards that were investigated in this study are: 

(H-1): Earth dam overtopping and destruction 

(H-2): Uncontrolled spill over three separate free crest weirs (with same crest elevations).  

Other hazards, like uncontrolled spill and downstream flooding are not yet incorporated in the model. 

The physical layout of the concrete dam is shown in Figures 10 and 11. 

 

Figure 15. Spillway cross section – Cheakamus Dam (BC Hydro, 2009) 
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Figure 16. Upstream face of the concrete dam – Cheakamus Dam (BC Hydro, 2009) 

 

Variables and values used in Cheakamus Dam case study are shown in Tables 3 and 4.  

Table 3: Variables and values used in Cheakamus case study, part 1 

Inflow(cms) 

Water 

level(m) 

Gate 

Position 

Sensor 

state Debris(m) 

Main 

grid 

Diesel 

generator Batteries 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 367 1 1 1 1 1 1 

300 369 3 2 2       

500 371 5           

700 373 7           

900 375 9           

1000 377 10           

1500 378 11           

2000 379 12           

2500 380             

3000 381             

3500 381.41             

4000               
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Table 4: Variables and values used in Cheakamus case study, part 2 

Hoist 

Steel 

Cable Landslide(m3) Gate structural condition 

Sensor 

Relay 

Stuff 

Presence 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 300000 1 1 1 

    15000000 2     

    30000000       

 

 

Figure 17. Programming flowchart 

 

Variables and values are stored in a spreadsheet. From these variables and their values, using combination 

generator (described in the Python code – Appendix A), the full context for STPA is generated. Simulation 

is done using MATLAB software (Mathworks, 2015) and code is presented in Appendix A. Results are 

stored in an output spreadsheet. Since product of number of variable values is 19,408,896, that is the number 

of rows of the context. Part of the context is shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Part of the Cheakamus case study context 

IN WL GP Sensors Debris MG DG BAT Hoist Cable Landslide GSC SR Presence 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300000 0 0 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300000 0 0 1 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300000 0 1 0 

1 365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300000 0 1 1 

 

 

4.1. Justification of the choice of variable values  

For some variables, value increment might be significant. The increment value should be selected to provide 

detailed enough results. For now, one of the limitations is the physical computer memory, simply because 

of the size of the output data that has to be stored and accessed during simulation. Another important point 

is that there are simply too many iterations to go through depending on the length of simulation horizon (in 

hours). Shorter simulation time step may give more accurate results since 1 hour time step may be too big 

considering the size of the inflow.   

Inflow range from minimum of 1 m3/s (can be changed to zero) to probable maximum flood (PMF) that is 

according to BC Hydro data 4,129 m3/s. That number has since the year of 2003 been updated to a range 

between 2,300 and 2,900 m3/s. PMF of 4,000 m3/s is kept as a maximum flow in this case study. Gate 

position is physically restricted to 12 meters, so the range is from 0 to 12 meters with increments of 1 to 2 
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meters. It is assumed that gate can be in any position at the start of simulation. Debris is assumed to create 

an impermeable block at the bottom of the spillway. If debris boom breaks, depending on the season, it is 

assumed that tree trunks and branches get stuck in the spillway and create an impermeable wall. According 

to BC Hydro data there have not been records of more than 1 meter of debris getting accumulated in the 

spillway, so 2 meters of maximum debris blockage is used to be on the safe side. Due to the lack of geologic 

and geomorphologic data, it is assumed that the landslide affects only the volume in the reservoir and that 

the whole land mass does not hit the surface of the water too fast (does not create big waves). Landslide 

volume values are: 0 m3; 300,000 m3 (that happened in the 20th century); 15,000,000 m3 (half of the 

historical maximum); and 30,000,000 m3 (the historical maximum which did hit the Cheakamus River area 

in the 19th century). Availability of power source and mechanical equipment is implemented in binary form, 

0 or 1, not available or available. It is assumed that staff can arrive at the site in less than an hour or 

approximately one hour, if the need arises (for example if the sensor relay is not working). It is also assumed 

that in additional hour staff can determine rate of rise (of reservoir level) and start controlling the gates 

manually (from the control station on site). More information is needed on how sensors work and how 

exactly software for monitoring sensor output is working to improve the system dynamics simulation 

model. Detailed process flowchart diagram of the model is shown in Appendix B.   

4.2. Results and Discussion 

Results of the system dynamics simulation are automatically written in an Excel spreadsheet and ready to 

be used as input for the system safety simulation. The simplified system, presented in this report, can show 

how components interact and how lack of safe control action might not be always hazardous for the system. 

Sometimes external disturbance may be too large for the system as it is designed. For example, in the case 

of the Daisy Lake reservoir, the biggest landslide recorded was 30,000,000 m3. However, this landslide 

landed at a location downstream of the today’s dam but it is taken into account since all the possible contexts 

must be created for this system dynamics simulation model. Millions of combination rows or contexts also 

answer an important question: what happens if something changes during the simulation time (previously 
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assumed that only water level and gate position are changing through simulation)? The answer to that lies 

in the robustness of this process. All of the physically possible values of the 14 variables are already in the 

context. If state of a system component changes during simulation, it will be captured in a simulation with 

different starting conditions. Every possible situation is covered by the range of values used for each of the 

variables. Tables 6 and 7 present some of the results of the analysis. Free crest spills occurred 12,909,444 

times out of 19,408,896. Dam was overtopped 6,524,282 times out of 19,408,896. Further analysis of the 

results shows that landslide volume has a big impact due to the ration of historical maximum landslide 

volume to the current reservoir volume.  

 

Table 6: Component states, inputs and disturbances that result in free crest spills 

IN WL GP Sensors Debris MG DG BAT Hoist Cable Landslide GSC SR Presence Time 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.00E+05 0 0 0 1 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.00E+05 0 0 1 1 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.00E+05 0 1 0 1 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.00E+05 0 1 1 1 

100 379 5 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 3.00E+05 0 1 1 1 

 

 

Table 7: Component states, inputs and disturbances that result in dam overtopping 

IN WL GP Sensors Debris MG DG BAT Hoist Cable Landslide GSC SR Presence Time 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 0 0 1 1 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 0 1 0 1 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 0 1 1 1 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 1 0 0 1 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 1 0 1 1 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 1 1 0 1 

500 375 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3.00E+07 1 1 1 1 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 

This case study illustrates the need for a systems approach to reservoir infrastructure risk assessment. Many 

hazardous states are the product of an unusual combinations of usual events. The results clearly illustrate 

that extreme events are not the only source of the hazardous states. System structure, description using 

identified system components and their interdependencies, together with the identification of the control 

flaws is of primary importance for the assessment of system safety. Future work will include optimisation 

of the code, including the transfer of the computer code to a faster computing environment. Implementation 

of more variables will create even more interdependencies and therefore describe each system in the control 

loop more accurately. The research results illustrate clearly how complex the reservoir infrastructure 

systems are and what is the utility of the proposed assessment method. It is important to note that in spite 

our best efforts, there will always be an unforeseen external disturbance that cannot be easily incorporated 

in the model.   
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Appendix A: Context Generation and Simulation Model Code 

Python code for creating combinations of variables: 

""" 

Created on Tue Jul 14 12:33:26 2015 

""" 

from itertools import product 

import csv 

 

#Read in csv file 

criteria = [] 

with open("Failure Modes.csv", 'rb') as f: 

    for i,row in enumerate(csv.reader(f)): 

        if i == 0: 

            header = row 

        else: 

            criteria.append(row) 

#Filter spaces and separate columns            

criteria = [filter(lambda x: x != '', row) for row in zip(*criteria)] 

#Unpack criteria and take cartesian product 

combos = product(*criteria) 

#Write out combos iterator and retain original column names 

with open("Failure Combos.csv", 'wb') as f: 

    writer = csv.writer(f) 

    writer.writerow(header) 

    for c in combos: 

        writer.writerow(c) 
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MATLAB simulation code 

function [count1, count2] = STPAcomb7( GO, WL, IN, gate_opening, discharge, 

reservoir_elevation, storage, storagelvl,fcrl,fcd,t,sensors, debris, MG, DG, 

BAT, Hoist, Rope, Landslide, FuzzyGP,gate_str, sr, presence) 
F=scatteredInterpolant(gate_opening, reservoir_elevation, discharge); 
filename='output10.csv'; 
maxit=19408896; 
iter=1; 
counter1 = 0; 
counter2 = 0; 
c1wl=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1in=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1go=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1sen=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1deb=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1mg=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1dg=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1bat=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1hoist=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1rope=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1land=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1gstr=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1sr=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c1pres=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2wl=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2in=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2go=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2sen=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2deb=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2mg=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2dg=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2bat=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2hoist=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2rope=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2land=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2gstr=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2sr=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
c2pres=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
time1=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
time2=(-1)*(ones(15000000,1)); 
for i=1:maxit 
    ly1=0; 
    ly2=0; 
    x=1; 
    cwl=WL(iter); 
    cwv=interp1(storagelvl, storage, cwl) + Landslide(iter); 
    if cwv>=61214400 
        ly2=1; 
    end 
    if cwv>=45463680 
        ly1=1; 
    end   
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    cwv2=min(cwv, 61214400); 
    cwl=interp1(storage, storagelvl, cwv2); 
    y1=0; 
    y2=0; 
    for c=1:t 
        cwv=interp1(storagelvl, storage, cwl); 
        if (MG(iter)==0) && (DG(iter)==0) && (BAT(iter)==0) 
            GP=GO(iter); 
            GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
        else 
        if sr(iter)==1 
        if sensors(iter)==1 
                if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && (IN(iter)<=1600) 
                    GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                    if presence(iter)==0 
                        GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
                    else 
                        GP2=min(12, GP+debris(iter)); 
                    end 
                elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                    GP2=12-debris(iter); 
                end 
        elseif (sensors(iter)==0) && (presence(iter)==1) && (c>=2) 
               if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && (IN(iter)<=1600) 
                    GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                    GP2=min(GP+debris(iter), 12); 
               elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                    GP2=12-debris(iter); 
               end        
        elseif (sensors(iter)==0) && (presence(iter)==0) && (c<=2) 
            GP=GO(iter); 
            GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
        elseif (sensors(iter)==0) && (presence(iter)==0) && (c>=3) 
            if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && (IN(iter)<=1600) 
                    GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                    GP2=min(GP+debris(iter), 12); 
               elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                    GP2=12-debris(iter); 
            end        
        elseif (sensors(iter)==0) && presence(iter)==1 && (c==1) 
            GP=GO(iter); 
            GP2=max(GP-debris(iter),0); 
        elseif (sensors(iter)==2) && (c==1) 
                if (cwl>367.28) && (cwl<=368.28) 
                    GP2=0; 
                elseif (cwl>368.28) && (cwl<=382) && (IN(iter)<1600) 
                    k=cwl-1; 
                    GP=evalfis([(k-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                    if presence(iter)==0 
                        GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
                    else 
                        GP2=min(12, GP+debris(iter)); 
                    end 
                elseif (cwl>369.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                    GP2=12-debris(iter);   
                end 
        elseif (sensors(iter)==2) && (c>=2) 
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               if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && (IN(iter)<=1600) 
                    GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                    if presence(iter)==0 
                        GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
                    else 
                        GP2=min(12, GP+debris(iter)); 
                    end 
                elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                    GP2=12-debris(iter);  
               end 
        end 
        elseif sr(iter)==0 
            if presence(iter)==1 
                if sensors(iter)==1 
                    if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && 

(IN(iter)<=1600) 
                        GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                        GP2=min(12, GP+debris(iter)); 
                    elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                        GP2=12-debris(iter); 
                    end 
                elseif (sensors(iter)==0) && (c==1) 
                    GP=GO(iter); 
                    GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
                elseif (sensors(iter)==0) && (c>=2) 
                    if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && 

(IN(iter)<=1600) 
                        GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                        GP2=min(12, GP+debris(iter)); 
                    elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                        GP2=12-debris(iter); 
                    end 
                elseif (sensors(iter)==2) && (c==1) 
                     if (cwl>367.28) && (cwl<=368.28) 
                        GP2=0; 
                     elseif (cwl>368.28) && (cwl<=382) && (IN(iter)<1600) 
                        k=cwl-1; 
                        GP=evalfis([(k-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                        GP2=min(GP+debris(iter), 12); 
                elseif (cwl>369.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                        GP2=12-debris(iter);   
                     end 
                elseif (sensors(iter)==2) && (c>=2) 
                    if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && 

(IN(iter)<=1600) 
                        GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], FuzzyGP); 
                        GP2=min(GP+debris(iter), 12); 
                    elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                        GP2=12-debris(iter);  
                    end 
                end 
                elseif presence(iter)==0 
                    if c<=2 
                        GP=GO(iter); 
                        GP2=max(GP-debris(iter), 0); 
                    end 
                    if c>=3  
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                        if (cwl>367.28+debris(iter)) && (cwl<=382) && 

(IN(iter)<=1600) 
                            GP=evalfis([(cwl-debris(iter)) IN(iter)], 

FuzzyGP); 
                            GP2=min(GP+debris(iter), 12); 
                        elseif (cwl>367.28) && (IN(iter)>1600) 
                            GP2=12-debris(iter); 
                        end 
                    end 
            end 
        end 
        end 
                if cwl<378.41 
                    overflow=0; 
                 else 
                    overflow=interp1(fcrl, fcd, cwl); 
                end 
                 if cwl<367.28 
                     outflow=0; 
                 else 
                     if gate_str(iter)==1 
                        if ((MG(iter)==0) && (DG(iter)==0) && (BAT(iter)==0)) 

|| (Hoist(iter)==0) 
                            outflow=F(GO(iter), cwl); 
                        elseif (Rope(iter)==0) 
                            outflow=0; 
                        else  
                            outflow=F(GP2, cwl); 
                        end 
                     elseif gate_str(iter)==0 
                         outflow=0; 
                     elseif gate_str(iter)==2 
                         outflow=F(GO(iter), cwl); 
                     end 
                 end 
                    newwv=min((cwv+3600*(IN(iter)-outflow-overflow)), 

61214400); 
                    cwl2=interp1(storage, storagelvl, newwv); 
                    cwl=cwl2; 
                if (cwl>378.41 && y1==0) || (ly1==1) 
                    counter1=counter1+1; 
                    c1wl(iter,1)= WL(iter); 
                    c1go(iter,1)= GO(iter); 
                    c1in(iter,1)= IN(iter);  
                    c1sen(iter,1)=sensors(iter); 
                    c1deb(iter,1)= debris(iter); 
                    c1mg(iter,1)=MG(iter); 
                    c1dg(iter,1)= DG(iter); 
                    c1bat(iter,1)=BAT(iter); 
                    c1hoist(iter,1)= Hoist(iter); 
                    c1rope(iter,1)= Rope(iter); 
                    c1land(iter,1)= Landslide(iter); 
                    c1gstr(iter,1)= gate_str(iter); 
                    c1sr(iter,1)= sr(iter); 
                    c1pres(iter,1)= presence(iter); 
                    time1(iter,1)= x; 
                    y1=1; 
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                    ly1=2; 
                end 
                if (cwl>381.42 && y2==0) || (ly2==1) 
                    counter2=counter2+1; 
                    c2wl(iter,1)=WL(iter); 
                    c2go(iter,1)=GO(iter);   
                    c2in(iter,1)= IN(iter); 
                    c2sen(iter,1)= sensors(iter); 
                    c2deb(iter,1)= debris(iter); 
                    c2mg(iter,1)= MG(iter); 
                    c2dg(iter,1)= DG(iter); 
                    c2bat(iter,1)= BAT(iter); 
                    c2hoist(iter,1)= Hoist(iter); 
                    c2rope(iter,1)= Rope(iter); 
                    c2land(iter,1)= Landslide(iter); 
                    c2gstr(iter,1)= gate_str(iter); 
                    c2sr(iter,1)= sr(iter); 
                    c2pres(iter,1)= presence(iter); 
                    time2(iter,1)= x; 
                    y2=1; 
                    ly2=2; 
                end 
                c=c+1; 
                x=x+1; 
    end 
    iter=iter+1; 
end 
count1=counter1 
count2=counter2 
c1wl=c1wl(c1wl(:,1)>-1); 
c1in=c1in(c1in(:,1)>-1); 
c1go=c1go(c1go(:,1)>-1); 
c1sen=c1sen(c1sen(:,1)>-1); 
c1deb=c1deb(c1deb(:,1)>-1); 
c1mg=c1mg(c1mg(:,1)>-1); 
c1dg=c1dg(c1dg(:,1)>-1); 
c1bat=c1bat(c1bat(:,1)>-1); 
c1hoist=c1hoist(c1hoist(:,1)>-1); 
c1rope=c1rope(c1rope(:,1)>-1); 
c1land=c1land(c1land(:,1)>-1); 
c1gstr=c1gstr(c1gstr(:,1)>-1); 
c1sr=c1sr(c1sr(:,1)>-1); 
c1pres=c1pres(c1pres(:,1)>-1); 
time1=time1(time1(:,1)>-1); 
c2wl=c2wl(c2wl(:,1)>-1); 
c2in=c2in(c2in(:,1)>-1); 
c2go=c2go(c2go(:,1)>-1); 
c2sen=c2sen(c2sen(:,1)>-1); 
c2deb=c2deb(c2deb(:,1)>-1); 
c2mg=c2mg(c2mg(:,1)>-1); 
c2dg=c2dg(c2dg(:,1)>-1); 
c2bat=c2bat(c2bat(:,1)>-1); 
c2hoist=c2hoist(c2hoist(:,1)>-1); 
c2rope=c2rope(c2rope(:,1)>-1); 
c2land=c2land(c2land(:,1)>-1); 
c2gstr=c2gstr(c2gstr(:,1)>-1); 
c2sr=c2sr(c2sr(:,1)>-1); 
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c2pres=c2pres(c2pres(:,1)>-1); 
time2=time2(time2(:,1)>-1); 
CO1=[c1in c1wl c1go c1sen c1deb c1mg c1dg c1bat c1hoist c1rope c1land c1gstr 

c1sr c1pres time1]; 
CO2=[c2in c2wl c2go c2sen c2deb c2mg c2dg c2bat c2hoist c2rope c2land c2gstr 

c2sr c2pres time2]; 
csvwrite(filename, CO1); 
csvwrite('output11.csv', CO2); 
end 
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Appendix B: Fuzzy Inference System  

 

FIS creator application in MATLAB:  

 

 

 

 

Current water level membership functions: 

 

Inflow membership functions: 
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Gate position membership functions:
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List of some of the rules: 
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Appendix C: Flowchart Diagram 

The following is presentation of detailed flow chart for the procedure developed in the presented work: 

Notation: 

CWV, CWL-current water volume and current water level 

MG, DG, BAT-main grid availability, diesel generator availability and batteries availability 

GP-gate position (calculated) 

GO-gate opening, the starting position, given in the context 

GS-structural condition of the gate 

SR-sensor relay availability 

Evalfis and FuzzyGP-evalfis – MATLAB functions that return output for the given input; 

FuzzyGP - the fuzzy inference system (developed in MATLAB) 

NEWWV-calculated reservoir water volume in the next time step 

i, c - loop iteration counters 

 maxit – the number of context rows, and  

t - is time (maximum number of simulation time steps, given by the user).   
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